
Creative Challenge



OVERVIEW 
Bringing a traditional  quiz night into the 21st 
century, this app based quiz, and treasure hunt will 
spice up any conference or company social 
event.  Laughter all the way as you race to find the 
answers, work with the props and other teams to 
gain the highest score. Tasks based on observation, 
problem solving, actions, creativity and 

interaction with other teams without having to leave 
your venue 
With rounds such as Camera, Replication, Ireland, 
Random, Riddles, Music you’ve plenty to keep you 
entertained throughout this 2 hours event.
Afterwards we give you copies of the photos and 
videos the teams have taken as a memento of your 
event.

PLAYERS -
4-100s

TACTILE- we 
supply the tablets 

for a hands on 
inclusive event

CREATIVE 
CONTENT 

INDOORS 
ONLY

FUN 



““The feedback today has been really positive and I think people really got 
into to it as the time passed. People really appreciated the time available 
to get to know their work colleagues in a different environment.” LILLY FUN



Perfect for a large conference room or an 
entire hotel this event can be run anywhere in 
the world, for groups large and small..
Think of it as a quiz mixed and  treasure hunt 
combined as you must find images, enter the 
codes on these images and answer the 
questions  before moving onto the next image. 
It’s a race to get everything completed. 

Having a group dinner that night? We can even display the 
photos and videos from the event for you, giving you chance 
to enjoy the exploits of all the teams. 



Thanks a million for everything on Thursday. The team 
building exercise went perfectly and created a great buzz 
during the day.” JANSSEN



www.TeamBuild.ie  

Bandon +353 23 884398  

Dublin +353 1 6177854 

"“It was a great night! 
Everyone is praising it 
this morning” BORD 

www.teambuild.ie
info@teambuild.ie

Cork +353 21 202 1047 
Dublin: +353 1 539 4875


